
Happiness Evaluation Wheel:  Review the 10 sections in the wheel below.  
If the center is 0 (completely UNHAPPY) and the outer edge is 10 (totally HAPPY) chose a value that represents 
your happiness level in each section and draw a line across that section to represent where your level of 
happiness in that area falls. For example:  If my happiness level in the area of ROMANCE is a 7, I would draw 
a horizontal line about 2/3s of the way between the center and the outer edge. If FUN is a 5, my horizontal line 
would be across the center of that section.  Once you have completed each section, connect them to create a 
new outer edge and notice how smooth or bumpy it is.  Are you balanced?  Now let’s create concrete ways to 
improve your levels of happiness in your life.  How might that be accomplished?  
(Transformational Life Coaching can help!  Contact me for more information.)
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In each section of the wheel draw a line that represents your level of happiness in that 
area. The center is 0 (completely unhappy) and the outer edge is 10 (completely happy). 
For example, if my happiness level in the area of romance is a 7, I would draw a horizontal 
line about two-thirds of the way between the center and the outer edge.
When each section is completed, connect them to create a new wheel.

Is your wheel balanced? Are there areas you would like to 
increase your happiness? Transformational Life Coaching can help!

Contact me for information on how to move forward. 

It’s your life: Own It. Live it. Love it!

Fill in your Wheel of Happiness
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